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Outline of talk
• Patient  contact shielding

• European consensus statement 

• Gonad shielding in projection radiography and CT

• Thyroid shielding

• Embryo/Fetal Shielding

• Eye shielding

• Breast shielding 

• Practical issues with using shielding

• Discussion



“It also found she had placed the health 
and safety of the mother of a child 
patient at risk by exposing the mother to 
unnecessary radiation while taking 
images of the child and had failed to 
show any, or any adequate 
understanding, of the potential harm to 
the mother from such exposure”.

“ The SIMPSONS”





Shielding just one part of risk control



Patient Shielding Common themes
• Inside field of View

• Artefacts

• Obscure detail

• Interfere with Automatic exposure control

• Outside field of View

• Small dose benefits even  smaller risk benefit

• Interfere with Automatic exposure control

• still potential  for Artefacts in CT
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Statements 
recommending  
discontinued 
routine use 

Dutch  radiology society 2017

German society of radiology 2018

AAPM 2019

BIR (IPEM, RCR,SOR) 2020, Swiss Society 2020,  AIFM 
2020

NCRP 2021

AAPM and BIR useful  patient staff communication 
exercise AAPM CARES

No European statement 



Gonad and Patient Shielding
GAPS GROUP 

• Aim: to produce consensus document on a number of types of 
patient shields

• Using European template for consensus document

• Purpose to build on and learn from what had been done

• We did look at some newer papers

• Simple clear to use resource

• Patient representative- Erik Briers ESR Patient Advisory Group

• Recognise that this may represent change management for 
some

• This is a sensitive topic

• What  is true for Europe may not be true for rest of world

IAEA and ICRP



Gonad and Patients shielding group 
(GAPS): European Consensus
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Dental Primary beam shield 





“The European consensus on patient contact shielding was 

published in 2022. For intraoral, cephalometric, and CBCT 

imaging, the committee recommendation was thyroid 

contact shielding may be used. This category indicates 

“general agreement favours usefulness of patient contact 

shielding in some circumstances.”The European consensus 

group did not recommend thyroid shielding for 

mammography and CT, both procedures when the thyroid-

absorbed doses are equal to or exceed those from 

dentomaxillofacial imaging.”











In exceptional  cases where shielding  is used 
training is needed for the following

 The selection of appropriate shielding, including how to prevent shielding moving 
during a procedure due to patient or equipment movement (e.g. during dynamic 
imaging)

 The selection of appropriate radiographic techniques, including how to avoid 
interference with automatic exposure control systems

 How to perform quality control checks on patient contact shielding
 How to store shielding appropriately
 How to clean and disinfect shielding
 How to comply with local policies regarding patient dignity (e.g. transgender patients 

[Sowinski JS and Gunderman RB 2018, [35]]
 Communication skills specific to discussions with patients, parents or caretakers of 

children undergoing radiological examinations and healthcare professionals on the 
use of patient contact shielding.

 How to communicate  benefit risk to pregnant patients





GaPS Group
• Formed from professional bodies involved in Europe in radiology

• Patient perspective 

• Develop a consensus statement  

• Build on  previous statements

• Clear easy to use , 

• Period for review, guidance for exceptions, intra professional parity

• Published December 2021 in three journals

• Part I: Consensus statement published

• Part II : Communication to professionals and patients (Current Gaps  chair, Claudio Granata)

• Survey on shielding  published June 2023

• Encourage new research for the new  imaging technologies  and more sophisticated dosimetry



Phys Med. 2022 Apr;96:198-203. doi: 10.1016/j.ejmp.2021.12.006. Epub 2021 Dec 23. 
Insights Imaging. 2021 Dec 23;12(1):194. doi: 10.1186/s13244-021-01085-4.

Radiography (Lond). 2022 May;28(2):353-359. doi: 10.1016/j.radi.2021.12.003. Epub 2021 Dec 23.





Conclusion
• Patient shielding is  of limited value in risk reduction in routine clinical 

practice with current radiological technology 

• There are downsides  in using shielding:
Obscuring pathology, Artefacts, Interference with  Automatic exposure control, 
weight, workflow  and infection

• There is  a  consensus  among the European bodies involved in 
radiology that its  routine use should be discontinued

• The current consensus is based on current knowledge, technology and 
practice and may need to be updated over time (5 years)

• Challenges remain in change management  due to technology, 
autonomy, risk perception
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